
Nextjs
Javascript

Expressjs

Skills
Reactjs

Typescript
Nodejs

Organised, top performer and goal-
driven individual. Possess excellent
communication skills and have an eye
for detail. 

About Me

Contact
Phone : +91 8639280986

Email  : vaheedsk36@gmail.com

Masood Akhtar Vaheed

Personal Projects

Education

2017-2021                                    PERCENTAGE: 77.2%

Lovely Professional University

BACHELORS OF TECHNOLOGY |
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

PostgreSQL
Bootstrap
Tailwind
Jquery
Pugjs

Work Experience
SOFTWARE ENGINEER 1

March 2022 - Present |  1Digitalstack.ai 

Worked on a bid management and analytics product,
named Reviniti for players operating in e-commerce
platforms. Successfully migrated the legacy codebase
from PugJS to React with TypeScript. Implemented
efficient state management, authentication, and
reusable components
Currently, my role is to work on developing new
features, optimising product performance, resolving
active bugs, conducting thorough testing and
contributing to the scalability of the product. 
Also, I work on writing data acquisition scripts from
multiple channels using nodejs and have active
involvement, in integrating new marketplace channels
to our product

Check out my work
Portfolio Website :                                               
www.vaheedshaik.tech/

Github :                                               
www.github.com/vaheedsk36

LinkedIn :                                               
www.linkedin.com/in/sk36/

XII – CBSE BOARD | MPC + CS

2015-2017                                    PERCENTAGE: 70.6%

Kendriya Vidyalaya No-02, SVN, Visakhapatnam

X – CBSE BOARD

2014-2015                                    PERCENTAGE: 89.3%

Kendriya Vidyalaya No-02, SVN, Visakhapatnam

ESHOP: ECOMMERCE APP

VATAWARAN: WEATHER APP

Languages
English                    (Full Professional Proficiency)

Hindi                       (Native or Bilingual Proficiency)

Telugu                    (Native or Bilingual Proficiency)

Collaborated with a friend of, mine to work on a
ecommerce application. The major goal was to explore
how ecommerce marketplaces work and also, to build a
web application, with backend as firebase, without writing
apis on our own

Technology Used: ReactJS, Firebase, Tailwind CSS, SASS

Technology Used: HTML,CSS, JavaScript and jquery
This project is a highly interactive weather application. It
displays weekly weather forecast and weather news of the
current location and locations searched through search
bar. The apps data is extracted from open-weather API.

These are some of my selected projects, to checkout more 
please visit my portfolio website.

Blog :                                               
https://codersk36.hashnode.dev/

Git/Github
Postman API
Linux
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